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Abstract: Normalized factorization procedures for the solution 
of large sparse linear finite element systems have been recently 
introduced in (31. In these procedures the large sparse symmet- 
ric coefficient matrix of irregular structure is factorized exactly 
to yield a normalized direct solution method. Additionally, 
approximate factorization procedures yield implicit iterative 
methods for the finite difference or finite element solution. The 
numerical implementation of these algorithms is presented here 
and FORTRAN subroutines for the efficient solution of the 
resulting large sparse symmetric linear systems of algebraic 
equations are given. 
Keywords: Finite element systems, self-adjoint elliptic partial 
differential equations, normalized direct solution methods, ap- 
proximate D T’T D factorization. RRR R 
1. Introduction 
We consider a class of problems defined by the 
self-adjoint P.D.E. of the form 
-- a (Alb._yg) 
3X 
(x~Y> CA 
where A,, A z are strictly positive functions and A 
two-dimensional finite, 
nected, closed subject to boundary 
conditions 
A,, A z possess continuous first partial 
derivatives. The solution @(x, y) is continuous 
and has continuous partial derivatives of the sec- 
ond order in A. 
The region A is then divided into triangular 
finite elements and the approximate solution u of 
(1) is replaced by a polynomial function over each 
element with matching conditions on the bound- 
aries between them. Since the solution @ of (1) is 
given by the function which minimizes the corre- 
sponding variational problem 
+A 
2 
+ kw2 - 2Qw dxdy 
+ J( ;a~‘+ bw)dz (3) aa 
over all functions which satisfy the same boundary 
conditions as @, by introducing a columnwise 
ordering, the sum Z(U) of the integrals of the 
polynomials over the considered finite elements 
within the region A can be expressed as 
z(u)=4(Ur~Au-2Urs) (4) 
where u is given as the continuous, piecewise linear 
sum 
with .Z being the total number of grid points, U, the 
values of u at (x,, y,), and pj(x, y) a pyramid 
function which varies linearly with position, i.e. 
unity at the point (x,, y/) and zero at the 
neighbouring mesh points. 
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The minimization of I(U), by evaluating a1/au 
= 0 at each grid point, finally leads to a system of 
linear FE equations of the form 
s2U=S (6) 
where u is the vector of the unknowns at the grid 
points and s is a vector whose components are 
combinations of boundary and source terms. 
The coefficient matrix 52 is a large, sparse, 
symmetric, positive definite, diagonally dominant 
matrix of irregular structure, which generally can 
be written in the following partitioned form, where 
all the off-centre band terms are grouped into a 
regular band of width L, i.e. 
----n--------+C~------r 
whereb,=O, if q=p(M- I), I gp,<M-2. 
2. Implementation of the algorithm 
We consider the approximate factorization 
Q = DRT;ITRDR, (8) 
where 52 is defined in (7), D, and TR are positive 
diagonal and real upper triangular (with unit diag- 
onal elements) matrices, respectively, of the parti- 
tioned form 
D, = 
d, I 
\ 
I 
dM-, : 
0 
_------ I_------ 
1 d, 
0 
I 
I \ 
I d, 
(9) 
and 
-M- -L- r 
TR’ I- 
1 
while T;I denotes the transpose of TR. 
In many practical applications the 
width-parameter L is relatively small 
value of the 
enabling us 
to use effectively a band-like storage scheme [3] for 
the input matrix U, cf. (7). In this case this matrix 
can be stored such that Uk.?, k E [l, N - M + 11, 
n E [ 1, L] denotes the element in the kth row and 
(k + n + M - 2)th column of the coefficient ma- 
trix 52 in its usual arrangement. The relationship 
between the stored array U and conventional array 
U (in the case N - M + 1 = 5, L = 3) is illustrated 
below. 
Stored army 
“1, “12 “1, 
u21 “22 “23 
“31 “32 33 u 
“4, “42 x 
“5, x x 
Upper triangle oj convenlional nrroy 
“I, “,2 “13 
“21 22 v “23 
“3, “32 33 v 
“4, “42 
“31 
The submatrix H=(h,,,), iE[l, M+L-2],j 
~[l, N- M-t l],cf.(lO),ofthematrix Tncan be 
stored such that h,,j (for i < M - 1) denotes the 
element in the ith row and (M +j - I)th column 
(if j < L) or the element in the (i + j - L)th row 
and (M +j - 1)th column (ifj > L), while h,., (for 
i > M - 1) denotes the element in the i th row and 
(i +j)th column (if i + j < M + L - 1) or the ele- 
ment in the (2i +j- M- L + 1)th row and (i + 
j)th column (if i +j > M+ L- 1) of the coeffi- 
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cient matrix 52 in its usual arrangement. The rela- 
tionship between the stored array H and the con- 
ventional array H (in the case M + L - 1 = 6, N - 
M + 1 = 5) is illustrated as follows. 
Stored array 
h I, h,, h,, h,, h,, 
h 21 h,, h,, h,, hx 
h 31 h,, h,, h,, h,, 
h 41 hu h,, 44 h h,, 
h 5, h,, 53 h hs, x 
h 61 h,, h,, X x 
Upper triangle oj conventional arra_v 
h ,,... h,2...h,, 
h2,...h22...h2, h,, 
h,,...h,,...h,, h,, h,s 
h, ,... h42...h43 ‘b ‘h,, 
h,,...hs, ‘4, ‘h,, 
h 61 'h,, 'ha 
. . 
'he, 'hw 
h 63 
The contents of the elements in the lower right- 
hand corner of the stored arrays are immaterial 
since they are not used. 
It should be noted that if R = M - 1 outermost 
off-diagonal entries have been retained in T,, then 
TR = T (the ‘limit’ case), where T is strictly upper 
(with unit diagonal elements) triangular matrix 
retaining (M - 1) and (M + L - 2) outermost 
off-diagonal entries in semi-bandwidths M and 
(M + L - I), respectively. The coefficient matrix 
52 is then factorized exactly, i.e. 
D = DT’TD, (11) 
to yield a direct algorithmic procedure (the 
FENOBOT algorithm [3]) for the FE solution. In 
this case, since the equations for the determination 
of the elements of matrix T,, and T,, proved to be 
nonlinear, a simple iterative Picard-like scheme is 
used in an inner loop to determine the values d,. 
d M.+ ,, . . . , d,. Since the latter factorization can be 
obtained from its approximate counterpart (8) 
when R -+ M - 1 (i.e. T;‘T = I + O(c)), the sparse 
factorization (the FEANOF algorithm [3]) is to be 
considered as the general case. 
The FEANOF algorithm is based on a FE 
Approximate Normalized Factorization method 
for the solution of similar problems to (1) in both 
two- and three-space dimensions. 
Since a particular implementation of this algo- 
rithm depends on the nature of the problem under 
consideration and the computational environment 
in which the problem is to be solved the choice of 
which fill-in terms to omit can be made either by 
their magnitude (the FEANOF(RP) algorithm) or 
their position in the matrix (the FEANOF(R) al- 
gorithm). The former approach can be imple- 
mented by considering criteria for dropping fill-in 
terms, i.e. neglecting each one of them which is 
less than a predetermined value of the rejection 
parameter RP, cf. [3], while in the latter only R 
outermost off-diagonal entries are retained in 
semi-bandwidth M in the matrix T,, cf. (10). 
Note that if the width parameter L = 1 the 
algorithm reduces to the normalized form of the 
quindiagonal system of semi-bandwidth M [l], 
which is encountered usually in solving two-di- 
mensional boundary-value problems by FD meth- 
ods. Furthermore, if h,., = 0, i E [ 1, L + R - 11, j
E [1, N - M + 11, the algorithm reduces to the 
normalized form of the common tridiagonal sys- 
tem [4], which is encountered in solving two-point 
boundary value problems. 
The variants of the FEANOF algorithm have 
been coded as three FORTRAN routines perform- 
ing, respectively, the factorization, normalization 
and solution processes. The factorization routine, 
specfn. 
SUBROUTINE FENFA (N.M,NMI,L,R,LRI,MIT, 
RP,EPS,A.B.U,H,W) 
C INTEGER R 
takes as input the order N, semi-bandwidth M, 
variable NM1 = N - M + 1, width-parameter L, 
fill-in parameter R, variable LRl = L + R - 1, 
maximum number of iterations in the inner loop 
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MIT, rejection parameter RP, error tolerance EPS, 
diagonal, co-diagonal elements and all the off- 
centre band terms of the coefficent matrix, i.e. 
submatrix U, cf. (7) and returns the diagonal 
elements d,, i E [l, N] of matrix DR, cf. (9), the 
co-diagonal elements g,, i E [ 1, N - l] and subma- 
trixH=(h,,), iE[l,L+R- l],i~[l, N-M+ 
l] of TR, cf: (10). This routine calls the auxiliary 
routines IXNOS and RJPT. The former routine, 
specfn. 
matrix T,, and the components S, of the normal- 
ized right-hand side vector. The subroutine returns 
the components P,, i E [ 1, N] of the normalized 
solution vector. 
To verify the algorithm we consider the solution 
of the linear system (6) with the symmetric coeffi- 
cient matrix D defined by (7). where 
a,=& i~[l, Iv]; 
b,= -1, iE[l, N- 11; 
SUBROUTINE IXNOS (NMl,L,J.IND.K,JJ.U) (l;.,=-1, j~[l,L], i~[l,N-M+I]. 
performs the computation of the zero structure of 
matrix T, locating the first non-zero element 
U(K, JJ) of the Jth column of the matrix U as it 
appears originally in the coefficient matrix 0. The 
latter routine, specfn. 
SUBROUTINE RJPl- (NMI,LRI,RP,H) 
C INTEGER R 
The right-hand side vector s is chosen as the 
product of the coefficient matrix 52 by the (solu- 
tion) vector of which the components are N 
pseudo-random numbers from a uniform distribu- 
tion in the range (0, 1) (The subroutine URAND 
[2] has been used as a portable random number 
generator). 
performs a rejection parameter check on the fill-in 
terms derived from the factorization process ne- 
glecting each one of them which is less than a 
predetermined value RP (the rejection parameter). 
The normalization routine, specfn. 
SUBROUTINE NORMLZ (N,A,S) 
takes as input the order N of matrix 52, the diago- 
nal elements d, of matrix D, and the components 
s,, i E [l, N] of a given vector s and returns the 
components $,, i E [I, N] of the normalized vector 
s. 
Setting N = 323, M = 20, L = 3, R = 19, RP = 
0.0, the algorithm gives the solution on a CDC 
7600 using single precision arithmetic (approxi- 
mately fourteen decimal digits) correct to eleven 
decimal digits. The error tolerance for the iterative 
scheme in the inner loop of the factorization pro- 
cedure was chosen to be EPS = 10ei2. 
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The FEANOF algorithm 
C THIS NORMALIZED ALGORITHM CALCULATES THE SOLUTION OF LARGE, 
C SPARSE,SYMMETRIC,LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT (OR FINITE DIFFERENCE) 
C SYSTEMS DERIVED FROM THE FINITE ELEMENT (OR FINITE DIFFERENCE) 
C DISCRETIZATION OF ELLIPTIC P.D.E.S. 
C AN IMPORTANT FEATURE OF THE ALGORITHM IS THE PROVISION OF BOTH 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DIRECT AND ITERATIVE METHODS FOR SOLVING LARGE SPARSE SYMMETRIC 
FE(FD) SYSTEMS WITH THE ADDITIONAL FACILITIES,I.E. THE CHOICE 
OF FILL-IN PARAMETER AND REJECTION PARAMETER, BY WHICH 
THE BEST METHOD FOR A GIVEN PROBLEM CAN BE SELECTED . 
SUBROUTINE FENFA (N,M,NM~,L,R,LR~,MIT,RP,E~~,A,B,~,H,~) 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO FACTORIZE A SPARSE MATRIX Al OF ORDER N. 
THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS BANDED,SYMMETRIC,POSITIVE DEFINITE, 
DIAGONALLY DOMINANT WITH ALL THE OFF-CENTRE TERMS GROUPED INTO A 
REGULAR BAND OF WIDTH L AND IS FACTORIZED INTO DT'TD,WHERE D IS A 
UNIQUE DIAGONAL MATRIX AND T IS A UNIQUE,REAL,UPpER TRIANGULAR 
(WITH UNIT DIAGONAL ELEMENTS) MATRIX WITH NONZERO ELEMENTS IN 
SUPER DIAGONAL, RETAINING R AND LRl=R+L-1 OUTERMOST OFF-DIAGONAL 
ENTRIES IN SEMI-BANDWIDTH M AND MLl=M+L-1 RESPECTIVELY. 
T' DENOTES THE TRANSPOSE OF T . 
IF THE FILL-IN PARAMETER R (R=1,2,...,M-1) IS SET TO BE EQUAL TO 
(M-l) AND THE REJECTION PARAMETER RP IS EQUAL TO ZERO THEN THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX Al IS EXACTLY FACTORIZED INTO DT'TD LEADING 
TO A DIRECT METHOD OF SOLUTION. FOR R.NE.M-1 OR RP.NE.O AN 
APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION OF Al CAN BE OBTAINED LEADING TO AN 
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE FE(FD) LINEAR SYSTEM. 
SINCE THE EQUATIONS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF T 
PROVED TO BE NONLINEAR A SIMPLE ITERATIVE PICARD-LIKE SCHEME 
IS USED IN AN INNER LOOP TO DETERMINE THE VALUES D(M),...,D(N) . 
INPUT PARAMETERS : 
N INTEGER, THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX Al . 
M INTEGER, THE SEMI-BANDWIDTH OF MATRIX Al . 
NM1 INTEGER, THE SECOND DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
CALLING (sUB)PROGRAM (NM~=N-~+l) . 
L INTEGER, THE WIDTH PARAMETER . 
R INTEGER, THE FILL-IN PARAMETER . 
LRl INTEGER, THE FIRST DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
CALLING (sUB)PROGRAM (LR~=L+R-1) . 
MIT INTEGER, THE MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN THE INNER LOOP . 
RP REAL, THE REJECTION PARAMETER . 
EPS REAL, THE ERROR TOLERANCE . 
A A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF Al. 
B A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE CO-DIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS OF Al . 
U A (N-M+l, L) REAL ARRAY CONTAINING ALL THE UPPER OR LOWER 
OFF-CENTRE BAND TERMS OF Al . 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS : 
A A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
OF THE DIAGONAL MATRIX D OF THE FACTORIZATION. 
B A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE UPPER CO-DIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX T. 
H A (LR~,NM~) REAL ARRA~,S~BMATRIX OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR 
MATRIX T . 
w IS A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N USED AS WORKING SPACE . 
NOTE THAT THE INPUT MATRIX U, SUBMATRIX OF THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX Al , IS STORED SUCH THAT U(I,J) DENOTES THE ELEMENT 
IN THE I-TH ROW AND (I+J+M-2)-TH COLUMN OF Al IN ITS USUAL 
ARRANGEMENT. THE MATRIX H,SUBMATRIX OF T, IS.STORED SUCH THAT 
H(I,J) (FOR I.LE.M-1) DENOTES THE ELEMENT IN THE I-TH ROW 
AND (M+J-l)-TH COLUMN (IF J.LE.L) OR THE ELEMENT IN THE 
(I+J-L)-TH Row AND (M+J-1)-TH COLUMN (IF J.GT.L) ,WHILE 
H(I,J) (FOR I.GT.M-1) DENOTES THE ELEMENT IN THE I-TH ROW AND 
(I+J)-TH COLUMN (IF I+J.LE.M+L-1) 0~ THE ELEMENT IN THE 
(2*I+J-M-L+l)-TH ROW AND (I+J)-TH COLUMN (IF I+J.GT.M+L-1) OF THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX IN ITS USUAL ARRANGEMENT . 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALLS THE AUXILIARY SUBROUTINES IXNOS AND R,JpT . 
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DIMENSION A(N),B(N),U(NMl,L),H(LRl,NMl),W(N) 
INTEGER R 
NOUT MUST BE SET EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF CHANNEL TO BE USED 
IN THE OUTPUT OPERATION . 
DATA NOUT/Z/ 
INITIALIZATION 
Ml=M-1 
MLl=Ml+L 
ML2=MLl-1 
LR=L+R 
LR2=LRl-1 
LBD=LRl 
FACTORIZATION OF SUBMATRIX All . 
A(l)=SQRT(A(l)) 
DO 10 1=2,Ml 
11=1-l 
Z=B(Il)/A(Il) 
A(I)=SORT(A(I)-Z*Z) 
B(Il)=Z/A(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 I=l,N 
W(I)=A(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
RV=W(Ml) 
C CALCULATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF SUBMATRICES TLl AND Dll . 
DO 270 J=l,NMl 
LRJ =LR-J 
MJl=M+J-1 
MJ2=MJl-1 
JRl=R+J-1 
JRZ=JRl-1 
C THE INITIAL GUESS OF D(M+J-1) IS TAKEN AS THE ADJACENT VALUE - 
A(MJl)= A(MJ2) 
C LOCATE THE FIRST NON-ZERO ELEMENT OF MATRIX U . 
40 
50 
60 
70 
CALL IXNOS (NMl,L,J,ID,Kl,Jl,U) 
KlP=Kl+l 
KlU=Kl+L-J 
KlLP=KlLJ+l 
DO 240 IPM=l,MIT 
IF (ID.EO.~) GO TO 50 
IF (J.GT.L) GO TO 40 
H(Kl,J) = U(Kl,Jl)/(A(Kl)*A(MJl)) 
GO TO 50 
H(KlLJ,J)= U(Kl,Jl)/(A(Kl)*A(MJl)) 
V2 = B(MJ2)/(A(MJ2)*A(MJl)) 
IF (ID.EQ.l) GO TO 190 
IF (J.GT.LRZ) Go To 90 
IF (J.GE.L.oR.K~.GT.R-1) Go TO 70 
DO 60 I=KlP,R 
11=1-l 
JIl=J-I1 
H(I,J)=-B(Il)*H(Il,J) 
IF (I.GE.J+l) GO To 60 
H(I,J)= H(I,J)+ u(I,JIl)/(A(I)*A(MJl)) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 90 
IF (K~.GT.R-1) GO TO 90 
DO 00 I=KlLP,LRJ 
11=1-l 
IJL=I+J-L 
LIl=L-11 
IJLl=IJL-1 
H(I,J)= -B(IJLl)+H(Il,J) 
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IF (I.GT.L) GO TO 80 
H(I;J)= H(I,J)+ U(IJL,LIl)/(A(IJL)*A(MJl)) 
80 CONTINUE 
90 IF (J.EQ.~.~R.ID.EQ.~) GO To 190 
C CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX H(l:R+L-l,l:N-M+l) 
IF (J.GE.LR~) IP=KlLP 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
IF (J.LT.LR~) IP=LRJ+l 
IF (J.LT.LR~.AND.K~.GE.M) IP=K~LP 
IF (J.LT.L) Go TO 160 
DO 150 I=IP,LRl 
z=0.0 
11=1-l 
LIl=L-11 
IJL=I+J-L 
IJLl=IJL-1 
IJLR=I+J-LR 
M2LJ=M+2*L-J 
IF(J.GE.L+2.AND.I.GE.M2LJ) GO TO 120 
DO 100 K=l,Il 
KJL=K+J-L 
IF (KJL.GT.LR~) GO ~0 ii0 
Z=Z+H(KJL,IJLR)*H(K,J) 
CONTINUE 
H(I,J)= -B(IJLl)*H(Il,J)-Z 
GO TO 140 
DO 130 K=l,Il 
KILR=K-I+LR 
IF (IJLR.LE.~) GO TO 130 
Z=Z+H(KILR,IJLR)*H(K,J) 
CONTINUE 
H(I,J)= -B(IJLl)*H(Il,J)-Z 
IF (I.GT.L) GO TO 150 
H(I,J)= H(I.J)+ u(IJL,LIl)/(A(IJL)*A(MJl)) 
CONTINUE 
170 
180 
190 
GO TO 190 
IF (K~.GE.R+~) IP=K~+~ 
IF (K~.LT.R+~) Ip=~+i 
DO 180 I=IP,JRl 
z=0.0 
11=1-l 
JIl-J-11 
IR =1-R 
DO 170 K=l,Il 
Z=Z+H(K,IR)*H(K,J) 
CONTINUE 
H(I,J)= -B(Il)*H(Il,J)-Z 
IF (I.GE.J+~) ~0 TO 180 
H(I,J)=H(I,J)+u(I,JI~)/(A(I)*A(MJ~)) 
CONTINUE 
I=R 
C CALCULATE THE 
IJl=I+J-1 
DIAGONAL ELEMENTS D(M),D(M+l) ,...I D(N) 
ILl=I+L-1 
z=0.0 
IF (R.LT.M~) LBD=R 
IF (J.GE.L) GO ~0 210 
DO 200 K=l,JR2 
IF (K.GT.LBD) GO TO 200 
Z=Z+H(K,J)*H(K,J) 
200 CONTINUE 
VAR=H(IJl,J)+VZ 
GO TO 230 
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210 IL2=I+L-2 
DO 220 K=l,IL2 
IF (K.GT.LBD) Go TO 220 
Z=Z+H(K,J)*H(K,J) 
220 
230 
240 
250 
* 
260 
CONTINUE 
VAR=H(ILl,J)+V2 
DEN=l.!Z+Z+VAR*VAR 
RAT= W(MJl)/DEN 
A(MJl)=SQRT(RAT) 
DIF=A(MJl)-RV 
IF (ABS(DIF).LT.EPS) Go To 260 
RV=A(MJl) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (NOUT,250) MIT 
FORMAT (1H ,5X,22H NO CONVERGENCE AFTER ,I5, 
30H ITERATIONS IN THE INNER LOOP ) 
RETURN 
XF (J.EQ.l) RV=W(Ml) 
RV=A(MJl) 
B(MJz)=B(MJ2)/(A(MJ2)*A(MJl)) 
270 CONTINUE 
IF (RP.EQ.O.O) RETURN 
C REJECTION PARAMETER TEST 
CALL weT (NM~,LR~,RP,H) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NORMLZ (N,A,S) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE SYSTEM D*Z=S, WHERE D IS A DIAGONAL 
C MATRIX OF ORDER N WITH ITS NON-ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENTS STORED 
C IN A VECTOR A OF LENGTH N . 
C INPUT PARAMETERS : 
C N INTEGER, THE ORDER OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX D . 
C A A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF D. 
C s A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE R.H.S. OF THE SYSTEM . 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS : 
C A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE SOLUTION VECTOR . 
EIMENSION A(N),s(N) 
DO 10 I=l,N 
S(I)=S(I)/A(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FBSUB (N,M,NM~,L,R,LR~,B,H,S) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE SET (T'T).Y= S OF ‘N LINEAR EzuATIoNs, 
C WHERE T IS STRICTLY UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX (WITH UNIT DIAGONAL 
C ELEMENTS) OF SEMI-BANDWIDTH M .T' DENOTES THE TRANSPOSE OF T *THE 
C SUPER DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF T ARE NONZEROES WHILE R AND LRl=R+L-1 
C OUTERMOST OFF-DIAGONAL ENTRIES ARE RETAINED IN SEMI-BANDWIDTH M 
C AND MLl=M+L-1 RESPECTIVELY. THE SOLUTION IS EFFECTED BY A 
C FORWARD-BACK SUBSTITUTION PROCESS lJHERE THE INPUT VECTOR s Is 
C SUCCESSIVELY OVERWRITTEN BY AN INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION (OBTAINED 
C By FORWARD SUBSTITUTION) AND THE FINAL SOLUTION (OBTAINED By 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION ). 
C INPUT PARAMETERS : 
C N INTEGER, THE ORDER OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX Al . 
C M INTEGER, THE SEMI-BANDWIDTH OF MATRIX Al . 
C NM1 INTEGER, THE SECOND DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
: 
CALLING (sUB)PROGRAM (NMI=N-M+I) . 
L INTEGER, THE WIDTH PARAMETER . 
C R INTEGER, THE FILL-IN PARAMETER . 
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C LRl INTEGER, THE FIRST DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
C CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM (LR~=L+R-1) . 
C B A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE UPPER CODIAGONAL 
C ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX T OF THE FACTORIZATION . 
C H A (LR1,NMl) REAL ARRAY,SUBMATRIX OF UPPER TRIANG.MATRIX T 
C S A REAL ARMY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE R.H.S. VECTOR OF THE 
C LINEAR SYSTEM . 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS : 
C S A REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE SOLUTION VECTOR . 
DIMENSION B(N),S(N),H(LRl,NMl) 
INTEGER R 
C INITIALIZATION 
Ml=M-1 
ML=M+L 
MLl=ML-1 
ML2=MLl-1 
Nl=N-1 
NM2=NMl+l 
NMLZ=N-ML2 
NML3=NML2+1 
C FORWARD SUBSTITUTION . 
DO 10 1=2,Ml 
11=1-l 
S(I)=S(I)-B(Il)*S(Il) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I=M,MLl 
Z-0.0 
11=1-l 
IMl-I-Ml 
IMR=I-M+R 
DO 20 K=l,IMR 
Z=Z+H(K,IMl)*S(K) 
20 CONTINUE 
S(I)=S(I)-B(Il)*S(Il)-Z 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=ML,N 
z=0.0 
11=1-l 
IMl=I-Ml 
IML2=1-ML2 
IMR=I-M+R 
Do 40 K=IML2,IMR 
KIl=K-I+MLl 
Z=Z+H(KIl,IMl)*S(K) 
40 CONTINUE 
s(I)=S(I)-B(Il)*S(Il)-Z 
50 CONTINUE 
C BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION . 
C CASE : (M+L-1) < (N/2 +l) . 
Do 70 II=l,NMLZ 
I=N-II 
z=0.0 
IP=I+l 
DO 60 J=IP,N 
IJML-I-J+MLl 
JMl=J-Ml 
IF (IJML,LT.~.oR.IJML.GT.LR~) GO TO 60 
Z=Z+H(IJML,JMl)*S(J) 
60 CONTINUE 
s(I)=S(I)-B(I)*S(IP)-2 
70 CONTINUE 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 110 II=NML3,NMl 
I-N-II 
2=0.0 
IP=I+l 
IML2=I+ML2 
IF (IP.GT.ML2) GO TO 90 
DO 80 J=IP,ML2 
JMl=J-Ml 
JMR=R+JMl-1 
IF (I.GT.LR~.oR.I.GT.JMR) Go To 80 
Z=Z+H(I,JMl)*S(J) 
80 CONTINUE 
90 z1=0.0 
DO 100 J=MLl,IML2 
IJML=I-J+MLl 
JMl=J-Ml 
IF (IJML.GT.LR~) Go To 100 
Zl=zl+H(IJML,JMl)*S(J) 
100 CONTINUE - 
S(I)=S(I)-B(I)*S(IP)-Z-Z1 
110 CONTINUE 
DO 150 II-NM2,Nl 
I=N-II 
z=0.0 
IP=I+l 
IML2=I+ML2 
DO 120 J=M,MLl 
JMl=J-Ml 
JMR=R+JMl-1 
IF (I.GT.LR~.~R.I.GT.JMR) Go To 120 
Z=Z+H(I,JMl)*S(J) 
120 CONTINUE 
Zl-0.0 
IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 140 
DO 130 J=ML,IML2 
IJML-I-J+MLl 
JMl=J-Ml 
IF (IJML.LT.~.~R.IJML.GT.LR~) Go To 130 
Zl=Zl+H(IJML,JMl)*S(J) 
130 CONTINUE 
140 S(I)=S(I)-B(I)*S(IP)-Z-Z1 
150 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE IXNOS(NMl,L,J,IND,K,JJ,U) 
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE COMPUTATION OF THE ZERO STRUCTURE 
OF MATRIX T GIVING THE FIRST NON-ZERO ELEMENT U(K,JJ) OF THE J-TH 
COLUMN OF THE MATRIX U AS IT APPEARS ORIGINALLY IN THE 
COEFICIENT MATRIX Al. NOTE THAT U(K,JJ) WITH K=l,Z,...,NMl 
AND JJ=1,2,..., L DENOTES THE ELEMENT IN THE K-TH ROW AND 
(K+JJ+M-2)-TH COLUMN OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX Al IN ITS 
USUAL ARRANGEMENT . 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
NM1 INTEGER, THE FIRST DIMENSION OF ARRAY U AS DECLARED IN THE 
CALLING (suB)PROGRAM (NM~=N-M+l) . 
L INTEGER, THE WIDTH PARAMETER . 
J INTEGER, THE CURRENT COLUMN OF MATRIX U, SUBMATRIX OF 
Al(KI,KJ), IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM (I.E. J-KJ-M+l ) . 
U A (NM~,L) REAL ARRAY, SUBMATRIX OF ~1 . 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS : 
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C IND INTEGER, IF IND=l THE CONSIDERED J-COLUMN HOLDS ONLY 
C ZERO ELEMENTS . 
C K INTEGER, ROW NUMBER OF MATRIX U IN ITS STORED FORM . 
C JJ INTFCER, COLUMN NUMBER OF MATRIX 0 IN ITS STORED FORM . 
DIME::J:ION U(NMl,L) 
P NOUT MUST BE SET EOUAL TO THE NUMBER OF CHANNEL TO BE USED 
C IN THE OUTPUT OPERATION . 
DATA NOUT/Z/ 
IND=0 
IF (J.LT.~.oR.J.GT.NM~) Go To 90 
JJ=J 
K=l 
IF (J.GT.L) GO TO 50 
DO 20 II=l,J 
JJ=J-II+1 
IF (u(K,~~).Eo.0.0) GO TO 10 
JJ=J-K+l 
RETURN 
10 IF (JJ.EQ.~) GO TO 30 
K=K+l 
20 CONTINUE 
30 Jl=K+JJ-1 
IND-1 
WRITE (NOUT,40) Jl 
40 FORMAT (1H ,SX,llH COLUMN NO ,15,41H OF THE INPUT MATRIX HOLDS ZER 
*0 ELEMENTS /) 
50 
60 
z 
90 
100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
K=JJ-L+l 
DO 70 II=l,L 
I=L-II+1 
IF (u(K,I).E~.~.~) GO TO 60 
JJ=J-K+l 
RETURN 
IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 80 
K=K+l 
CONTINUE 
Jl=K+I-1 
IND=l 
WRITE (NOUT,~~) ~1 
RETURN 
WRITE (~0u~,l00) 
FORMAT (1H ,5X,45H CHECK THE NO OF COLUMNS OF THE INPUT MATRIX /) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RJPT(NMl,LRl,RP,H) 
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A REJECTION PARAMETER CHECK ON THE 
FILL-IN TERMS DERIVED FROM THE FACTORIZATION PROCESS NEGLECTING 
EACH ONE OF THEM WHICH IS LESS THAN A PREDETERMINED VALUE RP (THE 
REJECTION PARAMETER ) . 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
NM1 INTEGER, THE SEAON, DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM (NM~=N-~+l) . 
LRl INTEGER, THE FIRST DIMENSION OF ARRAY H AS DECLARED IN THE 
CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM (LR~=L+R-1) . 
RF’ REAL, THE REJECTION PARAMETER . 
H A (LRl,NMl) REAL ARRAY,SUBMATRIX OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR 
MATRIX T . 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS : 
H A (LR~,NM~) REAL ARRAY, MODIFIED FORM OF H OBTAINED 
AFTER THE REJECTION CRITERIA PROCESS . 
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DIMENSION H(LRl,NMl) 
DO 10 J=l,NMl 
DO 10 I=l,LRl 
IF (ABS(H(I,J)).LT.RP) H(I,J)=0.0 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
